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Book Reviews 
The Victorian City: Images and Realities, H. J. Dyos and Michael Wolff, eds. 
London and Boston: Roudedge & Kegan Paul, 1973.2 vols. Pp. xxxii + 957, 
434 illustrations and 20 maps. £15.00 per volume, £27.00 the set; $46.50 per 
volume, $85.00 the set. 
The Victorian City entices the student of nineteenth-century culture as 
strongly as a Whitman's Sampler attracts a sweet tooth. An oversize temptation 
weighing more than eight and a half pounds, its two pans are wrapped in 
flossy enameled dust jackets on which the red tracery of Lockwood and 
Mawson's Bradford Covered Market (1877) frames thirty Victorian images in 
sepia. Andrew Y Dung's arresting design gives the potential buyer glimpses of 
contrast-between classes of people, among human types, between living beings 
and their natural and man-made settings. It thereby introduces on the outside 
the theme 'Of "Images and Realities," of pictures and contrasts. that is more 
fully developed within. 
The table of contents, like the plat of the contents of a Sampler, further 
stresses the richness of the whole: there are thirty-eight articles by forty 
contributors arranged in two four-part groupings. These are accompanied by 
four hundred thirty-four illustrations largely "published in book form for the 
the theme of "Images and Realities," of pictures and contrasts, that is more 
Marie Forsyth. 
Even the quality of the packaging appeals. Handsomely printed on good 
stock and sturdily bound in cloth, the volumes were designed by Joseph J. 
Hart and manufactured by William Clowes & Sons, who a century ago printed 
one of the major books abqut the Victorian city, Our Mutual Friend. The 
publishers also descend from enterprising Victorians: Routledge issued the 
first volume of his Railway Library in 1848, the year W. H. Smith II bought 
the rights to the stalls in all terminals of the London and North Western 
railway. That printers and publishers managed to continue a hundred-year-old 
tradition of fine workmanship and almost defiant opulence, especially in the 
face of inflation, shortages, strikes, and recession, deserves commendation. 
Book or chocolate lover can appreciate such Victorian steadfastness. 
These essays originated in a symposium on the Victorian city held at 
Indiana University in March 1967 during the heyday of that institution's 
interdisciplinary program. Four of them, by Asa Briggs, J. A. Banks, G. F. A. 
Best, and G. Robert Stange, appeared in provisional form then, and were 
subsequently printed in two issues of Victorian Studies (March and Summer 
1968), along with papers by John Henry Raleigh, Standish Meacham, Alexand~r 
Welsh, Dyos, and Richard L. Schoenwald that do not find any place in this 
assortment. Conversely, Gertrude Himmelfarb was not one of the original 
conference participants, but she later contributed a tough, controversial 
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reassessment of Mayhew's "Culture of Poverty" to the same journal (March 
1971), and in an elaborated form it finds a significant place in the present 
work. 
Himmelfarb's second version, almost twice as long, shows signs of small 
but perceptive and effective editorial changes. The sentence "It is this 
atmosphere of anxiety and crisis, of psychic and social dislocation, that pervades 
Mayhew's work" (p. 319, 1971) blunts its potential force (" It is ... that") and 
raises needless questions about what an "atmosphere" of "dislocation" might be. 
The 1973 essay corrects these flaws: "This atmosphere of anxiety and crisis, a 
sense of psychic and social dislocation, pervades all of Mayhew'S work." (p. 
71?) In such delicate revisions we can discern the extent to which authors 
and editors worked cooperatively to perfect and amalgamate the disparate 
views of their mutual subject. The process can be expected to continue: 
Himmelfarb's paper is a chapter from her forthcoming book, where the 
footnotes, already increased from 20 in 1971 to 82 in 1973, "will appear in more 
extensive form." (p. 731) Like their subject, these essays continue to expand, 
overwhelming original boundaries, incorporating new territory, razing shaky 
structures of thought. In this Victorian city, however, there are no slums. 
We are invited to sample the contents seriatim; the editors deliberately 
exclude cross-references and "hope that the logic of its own structure will 
make the book's connections dear." (p. xxvii) Since indigestion would almost 
certainly result from consuming the whole at a single sitting, some cross-
referencing would be helpfu1. Corbett, Raby and Sa'\V)'er's "Sublimely 
vertiginous" Barton's Arcade (1871) illustrated in plate 312 in Volume II 
might have been mentioned in G. F. Chadwick's examination of the face of 
Manchester in Volume I, or E. D. H. Johnson's discussion of William Bell 
Scott's "Iron and Coal" (1856-60) related to its illustration in plate 330. 
But even taken a few pieces. or a section, at a '.'jme, the book does seem to 
disclose a complex emergent structure. Eric E. Lampard opens the first 
division, "Past and Present," with a dense 55-page statistical survey of "The 
Urbanizing World"; he supplies along the way indispensable and fascinating 
world models of modern urban growth. Paul Thompson follows with "Voices 
from Within," oral history in the form of recollections -of seventeen Edwardian 
childhoods. Memory is often, in Tennyson's words, a "dear enchanter," gilding 
the past; but even allowing for its selectivity and benevolence it is striking 
that what is recalled in these "representative" instances are the pleasures, the 
fights, schools, the oppressive stillness of Sundays, street life, the ingenuity with 
which the city's resources were made to fit the needs of children (roasting 
sparrows in a stable room for tea), pubs, the neighborhood arrangements that 
kept the respectable people distinct and safe from the ruffians and villains, the 
ceaseless remonstrances to observe minor proprieties (" You had to sit right 
and you had to hold your knife and fork right"), the fun available to the 
most deprived children who could walk the streets for hours observing, even if 
they could not afford to participate. (The eye was an organ peculiarly 
developed by urban perambulators like Dickens.) Though poverty, excruciating 
hunger, crowding, dirt, and rough violence are also mentioned, the net 
impression is not of deprivation, squalor, filth, but of richness, not of despair or 
'Hi':' 
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anger, but of resourcefulness and the strength that comes from coping with 
diverse and challenging experiences. These are, it is well to add, voices of those 
who survived. 
The pointedly suggestive contrast between Lampard and Thompson leads 
us further into the volume. Not only the methods differ, but also, one suspects, 
the identification each writer would make of the "reality" as opposed to the 
"image." At this point Asa Briggs joins the dialogue with a characteristically 
sensible appeal for combining the insights afforded through interpreting 
quantitative data with those provided by qualitative evidence. He then turns to 
the Victorians' own attitudes toward the phenomenal growth of their cities, 
which they tended to express "first and foremost in terms of rmmbers. They 
were aware-either with fear or with pride-that they were living through a 
period of change of scale." (p. 84) The bulk of his essay concerns" the growth 
of statistics as a mode of enquiry and a means to reform," yet he rights the 
balance at the end by praising Macaulay, whose impressionistic contrast of 
seventeenth- to nineteenth-century London also "holds and illuminates." (p. 
101) "Numbers of People," the section inaugurated by Briggs' essay, continues 
with ]. A. Banks' attack on the gloomier assessments of the effect of urbanization 
on the economic condition and "personality" of its dwellers. Banks offers a 
few tantalizing glimpses (his critics complain they are far too few and'selective) 
of what Emile Durkheim felt to be the positive attraction of the city, of what 
H. L. Smith termed "the contagion of numbers, the sense of something going 
on, the theatres and the music halls, the brightly lighted streets and busy 
crowds-all, in short, that makes the difference between the l\1ile End fair on 
a Saturday night, and a dark and muddy country lane, with no glimmer of 
gas and with nothing to do." (p. 112) 
Raphael Samuel follows with a most attractive and widely-praised essay, 
"Comers and Goers." an account of the almost diastolic-systolic rhythm London 
displays as its "migrating classes," both specialized and unspecialized workers, 
who diffuse along regular routes as summer approaches, condense back into the 
city for the winter. It is the most imaginatively written of all the articles, 
and all the more impressive because the immense range of information (240 
footnotes) is so skillfully woven int? the text. 
Next Brian Harrison discusses the three major roles of nineteenth-cenrury 
pubs: as transport center, recreation center, and meeting place. He concludes 
with some observations about the fundamental similarity of these functions to 
those served by the temperance movement: "to a large extent pub and 
temperance society fought so fiercely because their roles were so similar." (p. 
185) The notion of negative reciprocals implied here might almost be 
identified as tbe underlying relationship connecting the contrasts: "images" 
and "realities," bourgeois and proletarian, suburb and slum, ctiy and country, 
prostitution and paterfamilias, orange and green. 
Victor E. Neuburg tries to derive from "The Literature of the Streets" 
how life appeared from the gutters and the rookeries. His is not a wholly 
successful attempt, simply because the material is so extensive and as yet so 
little explored that he cannot do much more than call our attention to its 
importance. l\1ichael R. Booth fares better with "The Metropolis on Stage" : 
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he clarifies convincingly that the village and not country life in general is 
the Victorian Ideal-the familiar stage set of "shimmering sweetness, sentiment, 
nostalgia, and beauty" (p. 217) rather like Andy Hardy's small town, and not 
the ceaseless monotony of wheat threshing that exhausts Tess, nor Arabella's 
casual familarity with pigs' gut and penises. Booth goes further illustrating 
that "symbol and verisimilitude go hand in hand" (p. 216) on the stage, an 
observation that applies with equal force to Ruskin, Hopkins, the Pre-Raphaelites, 
Dickens, even, in their strange transmutations, to Lewis Carroll and Richard 
Dadd. Most important, he asserts that 
The real achievement of the theater in this age of cities was to make 
theaters of the cities themselves. A deliberate artistic and thematic use 
of the city as a moral symbol and an image of existence, as well as 
a striking visual and human presentation of the realities of its daily 
living, originates in the theater with the Victorian stage rather than 
with any earlier period in the development of English drama. (p. 211) 
It is useful to be reminded of the sturdy foundations on which Ibsen, Wilde, 
and Shaw erected their more lasting structures. 
One could continue through the remaining thirty articles, evaluating each and 
commenting on the increasingly complex interaction perceivable among them. 
But other discriminations press upon one's senses, and othcr procedures suggest 
themselves. For one thing, the sub-divisions begin to raise questions. "Numbers 
of People," like the other titles a fairly uninformative phrase, seems to have 
relevance to Booth's essay only insofar as he discusses plays that may be shown 
to have attracted large audiences. But by such logic, surely Dickens belongs in 
this section too? The succeeding section, "Shapes on the Ground," opens with 
an essay by G. H. Martin and David Francis that deals hardly at all with the 
shapes the camera spied, but rather rehearses the familiar history of the camera's 
technological development: from camera obscura to daguerreotype, calotype, 
wet-plate, stereoscope, and photogravure. Lavishly illustrated, much of the 
commentary on the "shapes" appears not in the text but in the captions to the 
112 plates, which teach how to " read" a picture: "A scene from suburban life; 
the gravelled road, paved sidewalk, forbidding iron railing, and densely planted 
gardens imply a comfortable patronage for the Italian [strcet vendor's] sugar 
figures, if this was his ordinary beat." (No. 99) 
G. F. Chadwick makes clever use of photographs plus Ordnance Survey maps 
in the succeeding essay to reconstruct the facade of Manchester during two 
eras. With these two articles illustration comes into its own for the first 
time in the book, carries as it has not done before part of the burden of 
"image" and "reality." Whatever opportunity for visual enhancement might 
have been seized by earlier writers, with the exception of Samuel, Harrison, and 
Booth, it was neglected. (Neuberg's reproduction of five broadsides increases the 
number of full texts he can print, but hardly enhances visually.) So in 
several ways variations in design and execution emerge: sub-divisional formulae 
cannot contain the matter they surround, text is married to or divorced from 
picture in different proportions and manners. 
Other discriminations sharpen. There seem to be on the whole two kinds of 
essays: surveys that draw upon wide-ranging evidence to offer large-scale 
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conclusions, like Lampard's and Banks', Sir John Summerson's magisterial account 
of London architectural styles decade by decade, or George Rosen's overview 
of "Disease, Debility, and Death"; and studies on very particular topics, pubs 
or street ballads or photography or Michael Wolff and Celina Fox's discussion 
of "Pictures from the Magazines," which attempt to illuminate through the 
special focus, or to suggest a model of subject and inquiry for others to imitate. 
Complementing Rosen's article, for instance, is Anthony Wahl's solid piece on 
Victorian medical officers of health. 
Eccentric but stimulating instances of each approach may be found in Nicholas 
Taylor's and Steven Marcus's offerings. Painting with a bolder brush than 
Summerson, Taylor reads Victorian architecture through Burke's definitions 
of the Sublime, concluding that H the Sublime was functionally the aesthetic of 
just those vast new purposes which upset the proportions of Beauty and the 
prettiness of Picturesque: warehouses, factories. viaducts, gas-works, lunatic 
asylums, country gaols, railway termini, dark tunnels." (p. 434) He dramatizes 
a compelling case through persuasive illustrations which culminate in a moving 
picture of Sir Edwin Lutyens' compassionate and terrible moument at Thiepval. 
At the other extreme, studying an even narrower text than Chadwick's 
Ordnance Survey maps of Manchester in the 18405 and the 1890s, Marcus applies 
the techniques of literary analysis to show that Friedrich Engels triumphantly 
penetrates to an understanding of capitalism by reading rightly in 1844 the 
hitherto unintelligible language of the city'S shapes. Embedded in its larger 
context in his new book Engels, Mancbester, and tbe Working Class (New 
York: Random House, 1974), Marcus's effort seems marred by an unnecessary 
animosity towards others of Engels' translators and critics and by rather 
quirky and unfair denigrations of writers like Disradi (H ignorant and half-blind 
in 1843-1844") and Mrs. Gaskell (confined to a footnote which is omitted from 
the index). Above all, it is marked by a self-conscious and pretentious advertise-
ment for his method as H part of a continuing experiment ... to see how far the 
intellectual discipline that begins with the work of close textual analysis can 
help us to understand certain social, historical or theoretical documents." (pp. 
viii-ix) "If literary criticism is not to decline further than it already has 
into aesthetic or political fashionability [sic] on the one side and academic 
stupor on the other," Marcus continues, "it must-in my judgment-now that 
its heroic modern period is past, begin to draw with increasing deliberation 
upon the other cognitive disciplines." (p. ix) Se.parated from this shrill rhetoric, 
Marcus's discoveries about Engels' procedures and results are provocative and 
challenging: 
What seems to have happened is that at about this moment in history, 
advanced middle-class consciousness-in which consciousness Engels may 
be regarded as representing the radical wing-began to undergo one 
of its characteristic changes. This consciousness was abruptly disturbed 
by the realization that, to put it as mildly as possible, millions of English 
men, women, and children were living in shit. (p. 266) 
Shit, Mayhew and Chadwick both calculated, was a significant "shape on the 
ground" of the Victorian city. Estimates for the quantity of animal excrement 
deposited on London streets annually ranged from 40,000 to 200,000 tons. Its 
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removal, as well as the channeling of human wastes, occupied and preoccupied 
many. Missing from this collection of essays is any account of water works 
and sewage reform, whether in London or in such difficult locations as Sheffield. 
Yet the daring and achievement of Victorian civil engineering surely rivalled 
that ~f the railways to which Jack Simmons gives informed and even-tempered 
attenoon. 
Human engineering was necessary too: water closets are only useful if used. 
Richard L. Schoenwald applies anthropological and Freudian analysis to 
"Training Urban Man" j he strains a bit, but reminds us all that we view the 
Victorian city from the other side of a great trauma-toilet training-that imposed 
a middle-class urban regimen on more casual and relaxed rural bowels. When 
Mayhew looked on dung, he thought about collectin.g and selling it; when 
Chadwick thought about the problem, he was moved zealously to promote 
sewers below and the water closet above so that all dirt would be flushed away. 
Schoenwald's essay appears in Volume II, amidst a collection of articles on 
"A Body of Troubles." That it connects in so many ways with Marcus and 
Engels on one side, Mayhew and by extension Himmelfarb on the other, further 
indicates how the book encourages its own rearrangement. But with a few 
notable exceptions, the essays in the second volume seem less interesting. 
Partly my dissatisfaction arises from the unfair and potentially misleading 
divisions drawn by the editors, who invited contributors to write on specific 
topics, though they also requested them "to keep in view the scope of the 
other papers and of the book as a whole." (p. xxvi) This procedure sometimes 
results in parcelling out topics in ways that decimate them. Let me instance 
" Ideas in the Air," a weaker group than most of the others. It is possible that 
the sense of incompleteness results from my more specialized knowledge 
of literature and art than sociology and history. Professor Lampard could 
leave out the whole history of demography and I might not be the wiser; but 
when Professor Stange fails to mention James Thomson (" B. V.") among 
"The Frightened Poets," or when Ms. Forsyth in her index confuses the James 
Thomson of The Seasons (p. 742) with the James Thomson of City of Dreadful 
Night (p. 876, not 877; the poem is alluded to by Booth on p. 215 but not 
indexed), I notice and protest. 
Ideas are in the air in every essay. To imply that they were present in 
Taylor'S Sublime but not Summerson's "London. the Artifact," in Ruskin 
and Carlyle but not Engels, is absurd. And to confine the authors of this section 
to traditional genres (with the exception of Wolff and Fox's magazine piece) 
is to impoverish their subject at the stan. Thus E. D. H. Johnson attempts to 
account for the relatively small impact the Victorian city-scape had on English 
artists of the age. Confined to painters, he is forced to look manfully in the 
wrong places. The Victorian artist's response to the city, as the book makes 
abundantly clear, is to be found amidst the urban genres that grew up with 
that city: in photographs, in stage sets, in the graphic arts which could be 
cheaply reproduced for mass circulation. Cruikshank's Comic Ahnanack (1835-
53), as Johnson well knows, contains hundreds of images of London life, 
and provides, to borrow Booth's words quoted earlier, "a strikingly visual and 
human presentation of the reality of ... daily living": "Going to St. Paul's," 
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a rainstorm during the Chis-wick horticultural fair, the plight of coachmen 
"steamed out" by the railroads, the advent of bloomers in Hyde Park, the 
trials of a young married couple who purchased cheap furniture. T. P. Taylor's rh 
stage adaptations of Tbe Bottle and Tbe Drunkard's Cbild1'en epitomize a h( 
Victorian moral and visual response to the city. Yet Johnson isn't permitted to a\ 
look in such places, though he sneaks in a print by Cruikshank and one by B 
Seymour. Turner, Frith, Dore, Fildes, Whistler, and Grimshaw are not L 
inconsiderable representatives of urban art, but they hardly represent the total 
range and complexity of Victorian artists' responses to their radically changing 
situation. 
Stange and U. C. Knoepflmacher in "The Novel between City and Country II 
arc similarly hampered by being asked to seek engagement with the city in 
traditional genres that by convention and philosophy tended to react with 
ambivalence, if not downright horror. "The myth of rural goodness and 
urban evil pervaded poetry and much of fiction almost to the end of the 
century," Stanley Pierson notes in his brief but broad survey of "The Way 
Out" of the city. "Victorian literature was," he continues, "at least with 
respect to the city, a literature of evasion and regression." (p. 876) Largely 
true, with respect to major writers like Tennyson and Arnold, Emily Brame, 
and the Trollope of the provincial novels. But writers who also worked to 
overthrow traditional generic responses, like Carlyle in Sartor, Thackeray in 
Vanity Fair, or Dickens, come to grips fully and profoundly with the challenge 
of the city. Dickens' preeminence as the poet of the English city cannot 
be denied. In essay after essay he is cited as expressing most acutely both the 
"quiddity of urban life" (Philip Collins' amirable phrase) and its underlying 
symbolic and mythic significance. 
There were other voices, too, unfairly neglected here: Hood, Mrs. Gaskell 
(only Martha Vicinus gives her anything of the credit she deserves), the 
Trollope of the Parliamentary and London novels, Kingsley, Gissing, George 
Moore. Poetry, usually more than topographical, dealt less with urban settings 
than with human situations: Hardy'S ruined maid or Meredith's ruined marriage. 
But settings are not necessarily an accurate index to the work's engagement 
with the facts of urbanization: Silas Marne1' responds to that quintessence of 
modern society the" cash nexus" as well as Unto this Last. Carlyle, Ruskin, and 
Morris may eventually all recoil from the city as, in George Levine's terms, 
"a place which exists to be denied, ignored, despised," (p. 495) but did 
Macaulay? 
Behind the front rank lesser visions can be discerned: journalists like George 
Augustus Sala, Dickens' and Wills' continuing attempts to communicate the 
wondrous phenomena of a metropolis in papers like "Valentine's Day at the 
Post-Office," the quasi-journalistic investigations of Mayhew and Booth, and the 
social reform novels of Walter Besant and Anhur Morrison. These too are 
literary responses to the city, as P. J. Keating makes clear in "Fact and 
Fiction in the East End": fumbling, partial, not always successful attempts to 
come to terms with something new, rapidly changing, and off the familiar 
scale of human values, conveyed through prose as perishable as the physical 
environment they describe, and as indestructible ;IS the patterns and habits of 
\l,rbanized man they observe. 
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There were, ot Cottl'§e, other Victorian cities besides London-places like 
Manchester, Glasgow, Liverpool, and Birmingham, all among the world's 
thirty largest human agglomerations by 1890. Manchester gets a fair if skimpy 
hearing, but the others' atc under .. and thereby mis-represented. We hear 
about the squalor of Scots slums from G. F. A. Best and about the Struggles of 
Birmingham churches from David E. H. Mole, but almost :ttotbing about 
Liverpool apart from Port Sunlight and itS' railroad COl1t1.ection to Manchester. 
Leeds' local politics get examined by Derek Fraser, who thinks the evidertce 
shows that "What mattered in Leeds politics was opinion and belief. l\1etl 
differed politically not because of social class or connection or interest group 
but because of issues of conscience, policy, and ideology." (p.783) If macrocosm 
truly mirrors microcosm, a startlingly hopeful discovery. Sybil E. Baker's 
adjoining essay on the "Orange and Green" of Belfast argues the opposite: 
Belfast's a famous northern town, 
Ships and linen its occupation; 
And the workers have a riot on 
The slightest provocation. (p. 797) 
Lynn Lees weaves another tale of two cities, but her comparison of Paris 
and London does Dot go far: Londoners appear to have enjoyed a higher 
standard of living and a more anarchic government. That Paris industrialized 
later but contained more heavy industry at mid-century than its English 
counterpart is interesting, and not altogether expected from French literamre. 
The Paris of Balzac is still a city of laissez faire capitalism, where even the 
feuilletonistes are entrepreneurs, when Dickens is anatomizing the effects of 
managerial psychology and urban displacement in Donzbey and Son. Vautrin 
understands the secret of commerce, not industry; and the~e are no Montsou 
miners in the fourth arrondissement, for all Jean Valjean's tunnelling through the 
sewers. Balzac's Paris is far more disillusioning than Dickens' London, where 
some at least can free themselves from total materialism; "It's hard to keep 
one's illusions about anything in Paris," Lucien de Rubempre laments. "Every-
thing is taxed, everything is sold, everything is manufactured, even success." 
Dr. Johnson may have been ambivalent about London, wondering "who 
would leave, unbrib'd, Hibernia's land, / Or change the rocks" of Scotland for 
the Strand? " but he had no such doubts about Paris: 
London! the needy villain's gen'raI home, 
The common shore of Paris and of Rome; 
With eager thirst, by folly or by fate, 
Sucks in the dregs of each corrupted state. 
Forgive my transports on a theme like this, 
I cannot bear a French metropolis. 
Now that we have sampled all the contents, what do we miss? What 
accents seem unexpectedly faint to the palate, or non-existent? The violence of 
the city seems under-represented: most of the articles freeze their subjects in a 
motionless moment. Science and technology, government and law, haven't 
beerP accorded their due. Neither the education nor the entertainment of 
urban dwellers receives much attention, though universities, libraries, and 
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playing fields certainly contributed to the shapes on the ground and the ideas 
in the air. Perhaps most notable, and at the same time most difficult to 
assess, is the absence of any satisfying explanation of why the city fascinated 
then and does so now. 
In their fine concluding essay, the editors themselves draw together many of 
the book's divergent strains, arguing for tbe importance of the Victorian city 
as a "foretaste of the way we live now." Cp. 894) More hopeful than many, 
they see the city as the great leveller, embodying the promise, as yet imperfectly 
realized, of abundance and prosperity. That is a note worth dwelling on. 
Something attracted like a gigantic and unrelenting magnet the largely rural and 
village population of England, and later of the world, to the city. Millions came, 
and despite the worst that greed, indifference, ignorance, disease, filth, 
oppression, and meddlesome philanthropy could do, they stayed, they survived, 
they multiplied. If the more prosperous leap-frogged the decaying inner 
doughnut to picturesque suburban villas or semi-detached houses, at the same 
time countless villages on the fringes of these urban agglomerations were slowly 
absorbed. Rural ways of life mmatcd in the city to survive. But whatever the 
desires of those urban multitudes whose numbers despoiled the countryside, they 
did not, by and large, ever go back to their rural retreats. 
Why not? What was there about city life, with all its misery, that held 
so many people in its grasp? Not just money, though that was certainly a large 
factor. Desperation, partly, especially for the Irish who had no other place to 
go. Fear of open spaces and nature. for some Cockneys and others born and 
bred in the city. But something positive, too. There was about the quality of 
city life something radically different that requires more imaginative exploration 
to define. In such primary terms as space and time, mere " Forms of Thought" 
as Carlyle reminded his generation, urban existence differed. Rural life begins 
at sunrise and, excepting the occasional fair, ends at sunset. But city life 
continues twenty-four hours a day, Twice Round the Clock, through all three 
factory shifts, past licencing hours, into those chilly predawn moments when 
the milk carts and the livestock and the produce rumble over the cobblestones 
to provision a sleeping population. City life creates different temporal 
pressure points: quarter day, "One Minute to Six," the 7:40 to Sheffield. 
Even the poorest urban dweller inhabits- different and more varied spaces than 
his country cousin. Children live in the streets and in school, the men in 
factories or counting houses or pubs or working men's halls, the women in 
markets or washhouses or shops. The Nubbles family goes to Astley'S, the 
whole world to the Crystal Palace. There was more to see around Covent 
Garden at :five in the morning than in most villages at high noon, and more to 
hear too: hawkers, muffin men, ballad singers, winkle sellers, horses, cart-wheels, 
curses, laughter, movement. 
The city offers the constant stimulation of variety, the constant temptations 
of choice, the constant lessons of contrast. Engels thought the Mancunian 
merchants were protected from the sight of the workers' hovels by the 
genteel shop-fronts of the middle class that lined the arteries from the suburbs 
to the mills. But anyone who took a train anywhere was more likely to see 
what the American Elihu Burritt saw: "You enter the to"WIl as you would a 
far 
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farmer's house, if you first passed through the pig-stye into the kitchen. 
Every respectable house in the city turns its back upon YOu; and often 
a very brick and dirty back, too, though it may show an elegant front of 
I Bath or Portland stone to the street it faces." (p. 301) Notoriously the rail-
ways did not always go through respectable neighborhoods, either. 
So the contrasts were likely to be there for any inquisitive eye, as were the 
stimuli to interpret and explain them, and to change them, peaceably if 
possible, violently if necessary. Though for many the Victorian city then and 
now is unintelligible, it still stimulated, and stimulates ingenious, energetic, 
intriguing attempts to read it and to fashion a language to communicate its 
babble. No gourmand can be satiated by a single Sampler; nor any Victorian 
by Dyos and vVolff's two-decker. "Life in the streets," Albert Jacobs said of 
his late-Victorian childhood in Hoxton, "seemed quite interesting." Cp. 193) 
Life in the Victorian city seemed that way too. It is the final triumph of this 
important book that it still seems so. 
ROBERT L. PATTEN 
Rice University 
The Resources of Kind: Genre-The01'Y in the Renaissance by Rosalie L. Colic, 
edited by Barbara K. Lcwalski. Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1973. Pp. ix + 128. $6.00 
From Concord to Dissent: Major Themes in English Poetic Theory 1640-1700 
by Paul J. Korshin. Menston, Yorkshire: The Scalar Press, 1973. Pp. 
xiii + 221. $15.00 
These two books on kinds of poetry of the late Renaissance are antitheses 
in many respects, and complement each other in some perverse ways. Neither 
work is satisfying-Miss Colie's Berkeley lectures on generic criticism, bccause 
of her unfortunate death, were never revised for publication; Mr. Korshin's 
tedious demonstration of the theme of concord in public poetry should not 
have been published at all. Miss Colie is sketchy, vague, and often confusingly 
allusive. Korshin, although detailed in his analysis, often contradicts himself 
and is too selective in his accumulation of evidence to support his rather 
obvious thesis. 
The Resow'ces of Kind is, for all its faults, a valuable book; its sins are 
those of oollssion, not commission, and we can hardly hold the author 
accountable. Still, one must constandy bear in mind the explanatory rather 
than argumentative nature of Miss Colie's thesis. She aims merely to explore 
some of the possible rewards from looking at the genres of literature. Often 
these rewards are marginal or overshado"\ved by other approaches in terms of 
net return for effort expended, but her point is not that generic criticism is 
"better "-only that it might provide dimensions of understanding unavailable 
without it. Her mind is extraordinary, as anyone acquainted with her work 
J ____________________________________________________ ~ 
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knows. She exploits a rare mastery of the contents, themes, forms, and 
cognitive trends of medieval and Renaissance art. Herein lies a problem, 
however; in a lecture format lacking specific citations but replete with 
casual references, the listener-reader is left bewildered and forced into 
credulity; he must take her conclusions on trust, for he cannot corroborate 
either accuracy or context. In a single paragraph setting out nova reperta as 
a de facto genre, she alludes to Bacon, La Rochefoucauld, Pascal, Marcus 
Aurelius, Rabelais, Descartes, Geulinx, Spinoza, Nicole, and Locke in only the 
vaguest phrases (" In some sense Bacon ... "; " ... something of Marcus Aure-
lius "), all this moving from a list of inventores~Adam, Lucifer, Don Quixote-
to a sentence on Montaigne's essais and another list of autobiographers from 
Cardan to Edward Herbert. The listing is not bad in itself, for it provides 
students with valuable resources; but Nliss Colie's purpose is to prove 
something about the nature of change in genres, and rather than point out the 
change itself, she presumes that her allusions alone will conjure up a picture of the 
change and that is expecting too much. 
Her introduction to genre-systems is enlightening in its focus and sug-
gestiveness, and her chapter on small forms, moving from epigrams to 
emblems and sonnets, is brilliant. But her interest in the blending of genres 
(e. g. the epigram as explication in emblems or as stylistic controller in 
sonnets) leads to a conceptual problem which weakens both the organization 
and the significance of her study. The problem is most notable in Chapter 
III, "Inclusionism," where she tries to show the various ways in which 
Renaissance writers mixed established genres. The concept of genre begins 
to blur-distinctions show themselves as arbitrary: if one authority calls 
pastoral a genre and another calls comedy a genre, what is a pastoral comedy? 
And what significance have lyrical passages in such a work? Is such a 
" blend" naive, intentional, or a matter of the school followed? NEss Colie 
points out that pastoral was a genre suited for fledgling poets, based on the 
Virgilian precedent, but does not explain how Spenser could use the mode 
as well in his mature epic and Shakespeare in his final romances. At one 
point she discusses "epic" as a distinct genre, and at another it suits her 
to consider it inclusive, as the classical authorities saw in Homer the source 
of all literary forms. She wrestles with distinctions of "mode," "theme," and 
"genre," but gives in, finally using the words as synonyms and thus disturbing 
the integrity of her survey. 
One of the beauties of Miss Colie's method is her honesty. She presents 
her sources and perceptions as they exist, even though they. do not ~ways, fit 
together neatly or convincingly. In this, however incomplete her work, she 
stands as a far better model of scholarship than does Professor Korshin. He 
has detennined a general truth-that poetry became more and more public 
from 1640 to 1700 and, by corollary, that poets generally emphasized the 
need for concord until the end of the century (strangely co-incident with the 
repeal of the Licensing Act in 1695), when they began to manifest dissent. 
Working backward from his thesis, he has selected poets and poems which 
most reflect his conclusion and interpreted them in such a way as to show 
that he is right. He has made several strategic errors in the development of 
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his evidence. To understand trends in poetic theory, he has ignored 
theoretical tracts and worked solely through inference and analogies (real and 
imagined) in the poetry itself, leading to some absurd results. Nearly every 
time a poet uses the word "3rt," Korshin reads "poetry"; he sees Dryden's 
praise of Clarendon's "arts of Peace" in To My Lord Chancellor as a 
"paradigm of what Dryden, like other Restoration poets, attempts to do in 
his poetry." (116) Further, he has not only limited his study to poetry from 
1640-1700, certainly his privilege; but he has ignored any influences, pre-
cedents, or sources from before that time in his attributioI\ of causes, and he 
makes virtually no mention of parallel-and morc important historically-
developments in prose of the time. He naively sees the "Metaphysical 
School" as a phenomenon entirely antedating the Revolution, forgets the 
development of public commentary in the poetry of Jonson and his followers 
before and after 1640, neglects any mention of Milton, whose poetry and 
prose span the period of his interest and '\vhose commitment to literature of 
political influence is crucial to his thesis. 
Beyond such large-scale misjudgements, Korshin is guilty of many lesser 
sins, which continue to frustrate attempts to follow his argument. He is 
quick to stack speculation on speculation for some very tottery conclusions. 
He even contradicts himself in the process of distorting evidence, as when in 
successive sentences he declares that Dryden "avoided the bias of partisan 
rant" and "[preferred] monarchy to any tincture of democracy," (109) or 
worse, lets stand the following: "fDenham] is not a satirist, so he does not urge 
men to desist from vice. Instead ... his purpose ... is to persuade his audience 
away from their 'darling vices' ... " (52) He says that Marvell "has not yet 
reached the couplet"; I ~uppose he may mean the heroic couplet. When he 
says that the pulpit oratory of Donne and the Jacobean divines was "com-
prehensible only to scholars and courtiers," (72) I must suppose him ignorant 
of the crowds at Paul's Cross week after week 
Professor Korshin's book is not all bad. He shows exceptionally broad 
reading experience, so his notes are very helpful; and when he is not after 
a point, his readings of Dryden, Denham, and Oldham arc really very sound. 
The general drift of his argument illuminates the tendency toward exaggeration 
of art during the unstable war years-an excess which people like Dryden 
and Marvell, at least, tried to moderate and dignify. This is a worthwhile 
lesson, visable as well in our time in the difference between war poets like 
Ginsberg and Casey and those quieter voices more recently popular, like 
Robert Ely and Stanley Plumly. I just wish that Korshin had used the 
history, theories, and poetry of the seventeenth century to develop a thesis, 
rather than starting with a thesis and concocting the poetry. 
JOHN F. FLEISCHAUER 
Columbus College 
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The Search for a Metbod in American Studies by Cecil F. Tate. Minneapolis: as 
University of rVlinnesota Press, 1973. Pp. vii + 168. $7.95. 
In the mid-1950's appeared a number of arguments against the New Critical 
principle that a literary work need not be analyzed in its historical or 
cultural context. Henry Nash Smith pointed out in "Can 'American Studies' 
Develop a Method?" in 1957 that an exclusively literary analysis was unable 
to answer important questions about the writings of, for instance, Mark 
Twain, whose literary works could only be fully understood when examined in 
their cultural milieu. One year later in "Historicism Once More" Roy 
Harvey Pearce argued that the New Critical approach failed to take into 
account the specific cultural values embodied in the language of a work of 
literature. Both scholars were among those concerned with developing a 
method which would avoid the ahistoricism of the New Critics, as well as 
the exclusivity of other fields of study which had resulted in a fragmented 
examination of American culture. Cecil Tate's study evaluates works by 
both men, Pearce's The Continuity of American Poetry and Smith's Virgin 
Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth, along with John William 
Ward's Andrew Jackson, Symbol for an Age and R. W. B. Lewis' The 
American Adcrm: Innocence, Tragedy and Tradition in tbe Nineteenth 
Century, in order to determine the strengths and wealmesses in their owo 
methods of scholarship. Tate says early in his study that "What is 
needed ... is an elucidation of those assumptions and procedures by an investi-
gation and analysis of some of the best work in the field. If certain of those 
assumptions and procedures prove untenable (as I fear), then they can be 
rejected or reworked by scholars concerned with the theoretical foundations 
of the study of American culture." (p. 5) The result is a precise methodological 
evaluation which performs the same critical function for studies of American 
culture that Smith's and Pearce's own comments did for the New Critical 
approach to literature fifteen years earlier. 
Tate begins by examining the principles and assumptions of holism, "a 
belief about the nature of culture," which he discerns in the four studies 
he evaluates. He also discusses the importance of myth in cultural investigations, 
asserting that "The approach which American Studies has developed over 
the last two decades is one which places a heavy emphasis on myth as a key 
to the understanding of culture." (p. 17) Tate says that his discussion 
comprises "an anatomical description of some of its chief aspects," and not 
a definition of holism. Holism assumes that "A culture is more than the 
mere sum of its members and therefore must be viewed as a whole." " A 
culture is a functioning independent structure like an organism," and like an 
organism it "exhibits identifiable continuities or themes." (p. 13) One of the 
important corrollaries which result from these assumptions is that a culture, 
like an organism, is unique: "By the very complexity of its history, it is 
absolutely single." (p. 14) This holistic approach underlies the work of 
Pearce, Smith, Ward, and Lewis, and allows them to gain insights about 
American civilization not possible under a more fragmented view of culture. 
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However, Tate then points out the weaknesses inherent in these holistic 
assumptions. One is the danger that the emphasis on a culture's uniqueness 
will result in a restrictive literary nationalism on the part of critics: "If the 
writer is expected to adhere in his writing to some kind of vision of what 
constitutes proper national themes, form, or style, then literature will suffer 
thereby." (p. 117) A second weamess is the implication that a unified 
national character exists within political boundaries. an implication that ignores 
the importance of regional and cultural differences within a country. Tate 
perceives for instance that "Blacks are now in full rebellion against the 
concept of a monolithic holistic national culture and Black Studies may 
provide a much-needed corrective for understanding cross-cultural continuity." 
(p. 122) The cultural studies that he examines show the consequences of 
these weaknesses in the holistic approach. At one point, for example, Tate 
challenges Ward's assumption that Andrew Jackson was a national symbol: 
"Why did very sizable numbers reject Jackson at the polls? Why did so 
many Americans not respond to the symbol? Did they not share in the values 
and attitudes discussed by Ward?" (p. 82) 
In his final chapter, "American Studies as a Discipline," Tate describes a 
structuralist approach which he feels would avoid the weaknesses of holism. 
This structuralist outlook conceives of "families" of phenomena within a 
culture or across a number of cultures which can be isolated and investigated. 
The results of investigations of various families of phenomena can be compared 
and combined in order to gain an understanding of both the unity and 
diversity of a culture or cultures. "Approached in this way even a national 
culture can be viewed as a totality whose essential features may be studied 
structurally without positing a culture as an empirically real entity." (p. 136) 
Tate bases his discussion on the work of Noam Chomsky in linguistics and 
Claude Uvi-Strauss in anthropology, "because their most unportant work 
has been in the areas of language and myth respectively, two areas which 
have been identified over and over again in this book as central to under-
standing culture." (p. 136) Chomsky believes that the essential structure of all 
language is universal, and Levi-Strauss declares that although myths vary in 
narrative line or surface detail from culture to culture, the "deep structure" 
or basis of myths is universal and cross-cultural. These views help to solve 
the problems found in the holistic approach: "What both Chomsky and 
Uvi-Strauss have added to recent discussion of structuralism is a revitalized 
interest in innate structures of the human mind and consequently a way to 
bridge the isolation of cultures implied by the concept of organic holism." 
(p. 1l7) Tate presents his case clearly and methodically, with good control of 
sources from various disciplines, accurate analysis of the works of Pearce, 
Smith, Ward, and Lewis, and fruitful comparisons of their cultural studies 
with their own statements about method. 
A weakness in The Search for a Method in American Studies does result, 
however, from Tate's tendency at times to imply holistic assumptions in the 
works of Pearce, Smith, Ward, and Lewis where such readings seem un-
justified. He says that his "intention was not to survey the holistic canon 
bilt to construct a model for analysis." (p. 7) Apparently in his attempt to 
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construct the model Tate is too anxious to find the holistic tenetS in the wi 
studies he examines. For instance, when discussing Smith's use of literary in 
sources to support his thesis in Virgin Land, Tate says that "Some great stl 
literature becomes insignificant in terms of the nonaesthetic criterion, and 
some mediocre, or at most good, literature becomes highly significant .... when 
a nona esthetic criterion is substituted for an aesthetic one and the significance 
of literature is judged in terms of it alone, systematic distortion of judgment 
takes place. Smith has a healthy aversion to this type of distortion, but 
the danger nevertheless lingers." (p. 63) The danger apparently does not T, 
linger in Virgin Land, however, since Tate offers no examples from the book; 
the concern seems to be unfounded since Tate recognizes Smith's "healthy 
aversion" to such distortion. Tate also declares that Smith "avoids discussing 
the cross-cultural aspects of myth. The restrictions imposed by the area of 
research only partially explain this aversion. It may, in fact, be dictated by the 
author's holistic commitment, which insists upon the insularity and uniqueness 
of culture and its phenomena." (p. 64) The scope of Smith's study is 
adequate reason for avoiding a discussion of the cross-cultural aspects of myth. 
The unwarranted conjecture that he has an aversion dictated by a holistic 
commitment apparently results from Tate's desire to find examples of the 
weaknesses of holism in Virgin Land. A more glaring example of his attempt 
to make these writer's works support his own views of holism occurs when 
Tate quotes from an article by Pearce on "American Studies as a Discipline." 
The following sentence is cited as evidence of the holistic belief that a 
culture is unique and "absolutely single." What has eventuated is unique. 
and it is the recording, comprehending, and evaluating of that uniqueness 
toward which we must strive." (p. 14) Pearce would appear to reveal the I al 
holistic tendency toward cultural isolationism. In th(; article, however, Pearce i t! 
continues: "Nonetheless, a study of American Civilization must be a study of 
Civilization first and of America second. We must avoid disciplinary as well 
as political-moral isolationism." Tate's own criticism of Lewis' method in The 
American Adam is appropriate here: "Seeking evidence to support a pre-
supposed thesis, ignoring irrelevant and downright contradictory portions of 
the text, thereby rendering the thesis unassailable, is at best a dubious pro- "Ii 
cedure." (p. 101) One of the stated goals of Tate's study" is to work out the 'n 
logical implications of organic holism, in its strong sense, to show that it is '. P 
unacceptable for a theoretical grounding of American Studies." (p. 10) This 
search for implications leads him to some unwarranted criticisms of the scholars 
whose studies he examines. 
On" the whole, though, Tate's book presents a thoughtful analysis of holism 
and offers a sound alternative method of study. Periodic critical examinations 
of method are useful and even necessary, as Pearce's and Smith's own com-
ments about the weaknesses of the New Critical approach have shown. The 
application of the alternative by scholars in the field is of course another 
matter. Smith has stated that " .. .I do not imagine that a new method can 11 d 
be deduced from philosophical premises. A new method will have to 
come piecemeal, through a kind of principled opportunism, in the course of 
daily struggles with our various tasks. No man will be able to redesign the 
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whole enterprise." The importance and usefulness of The Search far a Method 
in American Studies therefore primarily lies in whatever effect it has on future 
studies of American culture. . 
Enw ARD E. CHIELENS 
Detroit College of Business 
The Disease of tbe Soul: Leprosy in Medieval Literature by Saul Nathaniel 
Brody. Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1974. Pp. 223: $9.50: 
The subtitle of Professor Brody's interesting volume is somewhat misleading, 
as only about 42 of the 175 pages of text are indeed concerned with leprosy 
in medieval literature, and even these treat literature primarily as evidence of 
medieval attitudes toward the disease, supporting other evidence from medical, 
historical and scriptural sources. The book is thus a brief sociology of leprosy 
in the Middle Ages and an essay in the history of ideas rather than in literary 
scholarship. The titles of its four chapters will suggest its character: "Medical 
Understandings of Leprosy" [both medieval and modern], "The Leper and 
Society," "The Ecclesiastical Tradition," "Leprosy in Literature." Chapters I 
and II are largely convenient summaries of the work of others, the first 
e~pecially useful in making the medical historians intelligible to laymen. The 
discussion of the ecclesiastical tradition is fundamental, as Scripture and its 
commentators contributed most to the medieval understanding of leprosy. 
This scriptural background, together with the habit of thinking analogically 
and sacramentally, gave leprosy most of its character as a medieval literary 
theme and image. 
The chapter on leprosy in literature is chiefly devoted to that theme in 
Hartmann von Aue's Der arme Heinrich, Amis and Amite, Henryson's Testa-
ment of Cressid, and Tristan and Isolde. It is somewhat disappointing-
largely, as I have suggested, because its aim is unexpectedly more social and 
historical than literary. In most medieval literature, as the author points out, 
leprosy is both an image of man's sinfulness and a punishment for it. The sins 
may vary from Heinrich's pride and worldliness to Cressid's lust and blas-
phemy; but always, as Brody demonstrates, the sin and the disease are 
associated, and the morbidity of the body somehow images that of the soul. 
The mimetic seems swallowed up in the symbolic. 
The book sketches the manifold confusions, contradictions and ambiguities 
in medieval man's understanding of leprosy: the leper was formally isolated 
from the world with rituals imaging his life as a living death; yet he was 
often little segregated, was ind~ed a common sight of village, town and 
highway life. He was told that his affliction, born with patience, marked him 
as one of Christ's suffering blessed, a Lazarus to the world's Dives; yet his 
decayed and maculate body had become in Scripture, proverb and poetry an 
image of the sin-corrupted soul. The leprosarium was a place of exile, a 
living grave; but also an asylum, a source of comfort and protection. At 
one time leprosy seemed a catastrophic stroke from the hand of God; at 
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another simply a venereal disease. It was submitted for diagnosis sometimes to thl 
physicians, sometimes to priests, sometimes to laymen whose only qualification shl 
was that they had the disease themselves; often to committees composed of IDI 
two or morc of these groups. The traditional textbook descriptions of the thl 
disease were remote from the empirically determined symptoms; yet fre- th' 
quently in medieval texts the two jostled one another in comfortable incon- an 
sistency. ill' 
Especially striking was the haphazard and inadequate diagnosis of the disease. ag 
Perhaps the Hansen's disease of today has somewhat different symptoms th 
than the leprosy of the Middle Ages; such changes can occur in the course of of 
a disease's history. Yet many medieval people with lesser diseases, or even br 
minor skin disorders, must have been hastily identified as lepers and consigned so 
to a cruel life of exile and mendicancy. Professor Brody has moreover be 
reminded us of the tenacity of old misconceptions of the disease; the belief, 
for example, that it is highly infectious, and that its onset is associated with to 
gross and even malignant sexual desire. One recalls that the numerous modern 
leprosaria continue to exist largely as monuments to such misconceptions. Indeed in 
their most humane function is probably to protect their inmates from the 
inherited fears and prejudices of their fellow men. 
A fuller discussion of leprosy in literature would have been desirable. 
Given the medieval attitudes toward leprosy, how, precisely, does its literary 
representation fnuction artistically, as mimesis. as theme, as metaphor? A more 
extended analysis of its metaphorical aspect would have been especially 
welcome. Here Professor Brody is too brief, although he correctly sees 
Scripture as basic to such an analysis. The Old Testament's legal banishment 
of the leper (Leviticus, 13) and its frequent representation of leprosy as divine 
punishment (e. g. II Kings, 5: 20-27) seem to dominate the sense of the 
metaphor, subtly reinforced by the gentler vision of the Gospels. TIlere 
leprosy appears repeatedly as an evil healed by Christ (e. g. Luke, 17: 12-19), 
with the figurative sense of the sinner somehow aways lurking behind the 
literal lepers who are cleansed. 
The observed or imagined characteristics of leprosy which produced the 
metaphor are clear. Most obvious was fatality: the leper was a man marked 
for death; death shockingly foreshadowed by the disease's ugliness-the 
embossed and spotted skin, the slow, inexorable deformation and consumption 
of the human form itself, the awkward, unsteady, almost comic gait of its 
victims. Leprosy, then, was terminal: a cure in its advanced stages would 
be a miracle, strictly speaking. Important for the metaphor was leprosy's 
supposed contagiousness, entailing the ineffective forms of quarantine then 
available: the leper-house, banishment from society, and the commonly 
prescribed requirements of warning devices, covering the mouth, or standing 
downwind of the healthy. And leprosy's reputed psychological effects con-
tributed to the metaphor: the libidinous character of its victims and their 
malignity toward the healthy, to the point of poisoning wells or deliberately 
atteI11\pting to infect others. 
The logic of the metaphor was inescapable: the morral disease as the image 
of mortal sin. Leprosy was not the Disease of the Soul, but that disease of 
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the body which for medieval man best imaged the diseased soul. Brody has 
shown well how this figurative sense frequently contaminated the literal in 
medieval medical, legal and ecclesiastical dealings with lepers, as if men saw in 
the afBiction the diseased soul incarnate; hence the title of his book. Surely 
the tendency to view the world sacramentally, to see the disease as an outward 
and visible sign of an inward and spiritual corruption, produced much of the 
medieval (and later) misunderstanding of the disease and irs victims. Im-
aginatively (metaphorically) and rationally (analogically) the parallels were for 
the medieval moralist magnificent. As leprosy inexorably caused the death 
of the body, so sin, progressively eroding the soul of the sinner, ultimately 
brought it to eternal death. As leprosy banished a man from earthly society, 
so sin banished a man from the Heavenly Jerusalem. As leprosy made the 
body foul and ugly, so sin defiled the soul. As the· leper burned with the 
desire to infect and destroy the healthy, so the sinner burned with the desire 
to share his sin and drag others with him to destruction. And as leprosy could 
only be cured miraculously-by divine intervention, or by the blood of 
innocent children-so the sinner could be cured only by divine intervention-
inded by the blood of the Di,nne Child. The figure applied to any sin. 
Medieval scriptural commentators, remarks Brody, "variously connect scriptural 
leprosy with heresy, cupidity, pride, absence or weakness of faith, carnal sin, 
the sins of the Decalogue, the cardinal sins, and with sin itself." (p. 134). 
Probably the image was seldom a conscious metaphorical effort for the 
medieval writer. It was commonly unthinking, traditional and conventional; 
yet its implications always lay close to the surface. Hence the special value 
of Brody's chapter on the "Ecclesiastical Tradition," though we would 
willingly have done without its exposition of the elements of allegorical 
exegesis. In its entirety, The Disease of the Soul provides the general reader 
with an absorbing account of leprosy in medieval social and religious thought, 
rather than in medieval literature specifically. Much of its material will be 
already familiar to medieval specialists, but the synthesis provides a compact, 
balanced and useful reference. 
JOHN A. YUNCK 
Michigtm State University 
